
"Speaking is fast becoming an essential skill to master no matter what job or in-
dustry you are in. Carma presents easy to understand and utilize tools for 
anyone looking to break into the speaking industry or even to present more 
powerfully in the boardroom. This book is a must-read."
Dana Pharant, Author of The Inner Dominatrix Guide: Become a Badass in Business

www.PublicSpeakingSuperPowers.com

"It's not every day that someone puts in the amount of research, time, and 
care on a topic that is so misunderstood and so poorly taught by perceived 
influencers in the public speaking space. Carma's unique approach to unlocking 
your superpowers and unleashing your speaking skills is a fresh, practical, and 
accessible manual for anyone who wants to break into the speaking world."
Davide Di Giorgio, Best-Selling Author of Being Unapologetic

"Carma Spence shows readers how to unleash their inner public speaking 
superhero with clear, actionable steps. Packed with useful information for 
beginners and intermediate level speakers alike, Public Speaking Super Powers 
is an engaging and valuable read."
Cynthia Kersey, Bestselling author, Unstoppable

"An accessible guide for everyone. I have nothing but praise for this clear-
thinking presenter. Spence has uncovered valuable advice, much of which I tell 
my public speaking students every day, and much that hadn’t occurred to me. 
I kept pausing and commenting, Wow, she’s smart! As accomplished a public 
speaker as I am today, I read this book through thinking about how much easier 
my path could have been if I had this advice when I started."
Ben Parris,Ben Parris, Author of Today You Write the Book: The Keys to Start Your Novel

"Drawing from the experiences of in-the-trenches everyday speakers, Carma 
Spence has taken a fun concept of superheroes and translated it into public 
speaking skills. A comprehensive look at excelling in front of an audience, Public 
Speaking Super Powers is both accessible and useful for speakers who want to de-
velop their speaking super powers. Highly recommended!"
Felicia J. Slattery, M.A., M.Ad.Ed., Best-Selling Author of 21 Ways to Make Money Speaking
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